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ABSTRACT 
Shortest path analysis is one of a significant tool in GIS. Several 
algorithms can be used to utilize the analysis. Dijkstra’s algorithm 
has proven its capability in providing two-dimensional (2D) 
shortest route information. However, there are few attempts to fit 
the algorithm for three-dimensional (3D) shortest routes. This 
chapter describes the investigation and implements the algorithm 
for 3D environment like 3D building for indoor situations. The 
developed navigation system used a 3D navigational game engine. 
The approach works and could be extended for application 
including emergency and rescue operations, building management, 
facility management and other 3D geo-information situations. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
There are a number of disaster based or emergency applications 
especially within high rise building in urban areas best be served by 
shortest path routine. A system that could provide a route network 
within a building helps to locate safety routes for example to people in 
fire and rescue missions and other emergency operations. Other 
navigation applications in this domain like pedestrian navigation, and 
even for car navigation on roads or in racing circuit using computer 
game engine is also worth to mention. Balstrom (2001) listed some of 
the applications that need this kind of routine e.g. searching the nearest 
restaurant, a petrol station, jungle trekking on the mountain/hills, 
locating the emergency exit doors during fire (emergency) in a 
building (Meijers et al., 2005). It has been recognized that Dijsktra’s 
algorithm could be used for this sort of applications that is by 
extending to three-dimensional (3D) environment. Shortest path 
network for multilevel buildings thus the connectivity between levels 
or floors are certainly be very useful and interesting to be investigated. 
Several works have been done on Dijsktra’s algorithm for 3D 
environment such as Karas et al. (2006). Other related work such as 
Meijers et al. (2005) and Pu and Zlatanova (2005) focused on indoor 
navigation routing. However, it is interesting to note that works on 
inexpensive 3D game engine is getting ground compares to fully 
operational commercial game engine like Quake. Fritsch (2003) 
investigated the Quake game engine for his indoor navigation system. 
In this chapter the focuses is on having 3D shortest route together with 
inexpensive game engine for our navigation system.  
This chapter describes the experiment on Dijkstra’s algorithm for 3D 
building environment and incorporates with 3D game engine like 
3DState and Quake II. Section 2 discusses the Dijkstra’s algorithm in 
general. 3D game engine is part of the components and the navigation 
development strategies are explained in Section 3. The detail 
experiment of the system interface development is described in 
Section 4 and finally the conclusion and outlook of the navigation 
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system with respect the development of whole new idea of navigation 
for 3D GIS are highlighted in Section 5.
2.0 3D GAME ENGINE 
2.1 The Basic  
Today, many game engines are avialable in the market and the cost 
varies. 3DState game engine is inexpensive and downloadable from 
the Internet (www.3dstate.com). Most of game packages consist of 
game engine, individual game rules and game data includingn 
geometry and texture (Fritch, 2003 and Beck, 2002) as illustrated in 
Figure 3.
Figure 3: Components of a 3D computer game (adapted from Beck, 2002) 
The 3DState game comes with several tools, namely Programmer’s 
Software Developers Kit (SDK), World Builder, World Text Editor 
and World Viewer as they are very useful for system developers.  
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The available components in the game allow us to navigate within the 
scene and in this case the indoor navigation of building elements. A 
game engine is some sort of machine to visualize 3D worlds in real 
time using basic elements of a game which are not to be programmed 
over and over again. Today, a game engine is a very complex software 
system containing many elements and which is also capable of 
distributed processing (Fritsch, 2003).     
2.2 The 3D State Engine 
The 3DSTATE engine is the game engine used in this project. It is an 
open source engine where anyone can use it for non-commercial 
usage. For commercial use, users must purchase a license from the 
engine’s developer. It is one of the fastest engines available today 
because its capabilities of delivering high quality graphics in high 
frame rate per second (FPS) by using its speed technology. The engine 
proprietary Virtual-Reality engine is based on the state-of-the-art 
algorithms and techniques, including the proprietary PIRR technology 
(Photo realistic Interactive Real-Time Rendering). This give the 
engine an advantage for more advanced performance both in speed 
(frames per second) and image quality than other PC based engines.
3DSTATE engine is also a general purposes engine where enables 
users to develop any kind of 3D applications for both indoor and 
outdoor environment using different kind of view mode used in 
computer games today such as first person shooter view, chase view or 
the third-person shooter view. 3DSTATE provides users with the 
Software Development Kit (SDK) to make it easier to add any kind of 
3D content to any applications. The SDK contains wide range of tools 
that is developed and tuned to work smoothly with the 3DSTATE 
engine. The tools included are such as the 3DS2WLD converter uses 
to convert 3D models in 3D Studio model (*.3DS) format to the world 
(*.WLD) format and the Worldbuilder for building 3D worlds or 
scenes. Additionally, the 3DSTATE engine is a DLL and this means 
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that if the engine’s new versions are released, users will only have to 
replace the previous version with the new version instead of changing 
their codes. Moreover, users do not even have to recompile their codes 
again. From the literature, we can see that most of the new type of GIS 
such as 3D GIS and web-based GIS are moving towards a system with 
3D visualization as an end component.  
3.0 THE DIJKSTRA’S ALGORITHM 
Dijkstra's algorithm could be used to solve single-source shortest route 
problem for a directed graph with nonnegative edge weights. For 
example, if the vertices of the graph represent cities and edge weights 
represent driving distances between pair of cities connected by a road 
then Dijkstra's algorithm can be used to find the shortest route between 
the two cities. The same scenario could be established for building e.g. 
two nodes on the same floor or on different floors.  Basic explanation 
of the algorithm follows – input of the algorithm consists of a 
weighted directed graph G and a source vertex s in G. We denote V 
the set of all vertices in the graph G. Each edge of the graph is an 
ordered pair of vertices (u, v) representing a connection from vertex u 
to vertex v. The set of all edges is denoted by E. Weights of edges are 
given by a weight function w: E -> [0, ?]; therefore w (u, v) is the 
non-negative cost of moving from vertex u to vertex v. The cost of an 
edge can be thought of as (a generalization of) the distance between 
those two vertices. The cost of a path between two vertices is the sum 
of costs of the edges in that path. For a given pair of vertices s and t in 
V, the algorithm finds the path from s to t with lowest cost (i.e. the 
shortest path). It can also be used for finding costs of shortest paths 
from a single vertex s to all other vertices in the graph, Figure 1 
illustrate the connected nodes. 
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Figure 1: Several connected nodes. 
For the network on Figure 1, let us assume that we want to go from 
node #1 to node #6, here node #1 is the source node, and the 
destination is node #6. The algorithm considers all the nodes known as 
unlabeled nodes. Firstly, the calculation begins with node #1 (source 
node) and this node automatically be labeled as permanent and could 
be noted as [0, -]. The distance value is 0 and there is no value for the 
predecessor node label because it does not yet move from the source 
node location. Then after node #1 has been labeled as permanent, then 
it will look for the successor of node #1. In this case, the successor is 
node #2 and node #3. Then it will choose node with the shortest 
distance (d) between node #1 and with its successor nodes. The 
distance (d) is being calculated by adding the d value for node #1 label 
with the distance between node #1 and node #2 or node #3. For node 
#2, the distance is 0 + 15 = 15 and for node #3 its d = 0 + 40. Thus, in 
this case the shortest distance between node #1 with it successor is 
node #2 (i.e. d = 15). Node #2 will be labeled as permanent [15, 1] and 
node #3 will be labeled as temporary. Thus at this stage, the unlabeled 
nodes are #4, #5, #6, and #7.  
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The next step is to get the last permanent node (i.e. node #2). Here, the 
same procedure will be applied, i.e. to check the potential node 
candidate. In this case, there is no node after nodes #2 – because of the 
opposite direction. The candidate (i.e. pointer) at node #1 looks for 
alternative route i.e. node #3 (with d = 40). When the pointer is at 
node #3 then it will look for the shortest route and in this case it could 
be node #4 or node #5. So, obviously the candidate for the next node 
will be node #4. The process continues until at the end of the network. 
So in this case the algorithm will stop and the result for this network is 
a spanning tree as shown in Figure 2.
* Italic labeling indicates a temporary label 
* Bold labeling indicates a permanent label 
Figure 2: Spanning tree. 
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Figure 2 shows the entire route (from node 1 to the other nodes). Thus, 
the loop for the network is node #1 > node #3 > node #4 > node #5 > 
node #7 > node #6.
4.0 THE EXPERIMENT AND NAVIGATION INTERFACE 
DEVELOPMENT 
4.1 3D Network 
In order utilize Dijkstra’s algorithm for 3D environment, first we need 
to establish a 3D network for the environment, like 3D building. 
Important information like IDs, distances, and potential candidates of 
nodes in the network are fundamental in this problem domain. 
Normally, all these information are available in the 3D network and 
we have to extract and assign them with proper node IDs. By putting 
ID to each node then the network is now applicable to Dijkstra’s 
algorithm.   
The next step is to calculate the distance between connected nodes (i.e. 
successor and predecessor nodes). It is not necessary to calculate the 
distance between all the nodes in the network as this will consume a 
lot of time. If node #1 is connected to node #2 and node #3, then the 
calculation will be based on those three nodes. To accomplish that, 
information on predecessor and successor nodes is important. To make 
computers understand which nodes are connected or not, thus the 
network data file must be examined thoroughly. From here the data 
file will be examined in order to find which part of the data is useful or 
not, and to determine which node is connected/reachable or not.  
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The distance in 3D network between nodes could be easily calculated. 
Other important information like coordinates (x, y, z), IDs, 
predecessor and node’s successor are already availabe in the network.  
4.2 Study Area 
Study area for the experiments is building of Faculty Geoinformation 
Science and Engineering at Universiti Teknologi Malaysia, Skudai, 
Johor. The analogue plans been converted to digital via digitization 
process and constructed to 3D. Real texture is attached to the building 
(to have a more realistic view) as we perceived in the real world as 
shown in Figure 3.
Figure 3: The 3D building models of the study area. 
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Any generated building models must be in a useable format, i.e. 
format supported by the 3D engine (3DState Engine). The engine 
supports several types of 3D environment format such as (*.wld, 
*.morfit, *.3dstate, *.STATE). Various converters are freely available 
in the Internet to convert from another 3D model formats. The 3DState 
package also includes several 3D converters.  
4.3 The Development Process 
The general development process is illustrated in Figure 4. The Spatial 
Data (3D Building Model and 3D Network) phase was developed for 
data input. The Game Development phase as indicated in the figure 
explains the main processing stage in the development. The end output 
as in the form of system interface works and could be demonstrated 
live as an operational navigation system.  
Figure 5 shows the database initialization by selecting the 3D network 
data file and also the 3D environment file. On the other hand, Figure 6 
shows the system interface for user to select their current location and 
destination locations (based on Room’s ID or Staff Name) prior to 
begin the Dijkstra’s shortest route calculation. The user can also 
acquire the required information by selecting the Building blocks, 
Floors, Room’s ID and Room’s Name of the building by using the 
Advance Search windows (see Figure 7). These windows can be 
useful for unfamiliar users of the building and have no prior 
knowledge of the building as poses by rescue operation personnel.
The information at the combo box in the Shortest path windows and 
Advance Search windows is based on the 3D network file that set by 
the user during the database initialization (Figure 7). After the required 
information for current and destination location has been set, the 
Dijkstra’s algorithm can be executed/run for the 3D Network 
calculation as illustrated in Figure 10. It shows the Dijkstra’s Shortest 
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Path Calculation Result windows for the 3D network based on the user 
current location and destination location. 
The shortest path calculation windows able to display the information 
about the Status, Date, Calculation time, Nodes Calculated, Nodes
Used, Shortest Distance, and both information about current and 
destination location (including the x, y and z coordinates). The Status 
of the calculation is the information whether the executable calculation 
is successful or the destination location is not reachable for the user to 
navigate to. The system also able to show the travelling route (i.e. user 
travelling route). Shortest Distance shows the distance (shortest) in 
meters from current location to destination location. The system also 
able to show the shortest route graphically in the 3D network as 
illustrated (see Figure 8). The shortest route of the 3D navigation is 
highlighted in red colour.
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Figure 4: 3D navigation development process 
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Figure 5: Database
Figure 6: Shortest 
path windows 
Figure 7: Advance 
Search windows
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User of this navigation system also able to control the way he or she 
would like to navigate. Users can move from one point to another in 
the FKSG 3D building environment without having a prior knowledge 
about the building and they are also able to see the real textures of the 
3D building. In terms of realistic movements, implementation is made 
by simulating human movement so that users can navigate as like they 
were walking inside of the building (see Figure 9). 
Figure 8: The shortest route calculation windows 
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5.0 CONCLUDING REMARKS AND FURTHER WORK 
Dijkstra’s algorithm implementation for 3D navigation by 
incorporating inexpensive 3D game engine capable of providing 
shortest route information in 3D environment. It is operational 
navigation software and could be extended for much larger 3D world. 
The approach works and certainly is useful for any agencies and 
personnel who deal with stress or non-stress operations like building 
emergency rescue and missions, and evacuations. Other applications 
like exploration and development planning, gas utilization, pipelines 
Figure 9: 3D Navigation View
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and piping design, facilities and drilling operations as well as for 
health and safety would benefit from this research outcome.  
Our future work is to extend the approach utilizing more stable 3D 
game engine, incorporate with more realistic navigation tool and also 
to be able to manipulate 3D objects for indoor and outdoor 3D 
navigation system.     
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